APPENDIX 1
Synopsis
Shortly before the 2016 election, a journalist Grace Elliott is writing a story
for the National Flash tabloid, about porn star Violet Rain, who claims to have slept
with New York businessman, automobile entrepreneur, and presidential candidate
Anthony Craig. The Flash buys the story, but it is never released. Grace whose
curious about this thing, Then investigates it, and she finds the reason why is her
story is not published. She discovering that Elena klimentova is bought her story. Her
divorce case with Anthony becomes a phenomenon, her column in National flash
tabloid is giving a profitable income because Elena is becoming famous. The
question is why Elena buy the story if she is already divorced from Anthony. Grace
finds out that in 1968 Elena is recruited as sexpionage under soviet union secret
police named KGB. Her codename is Kingfisher. Her mission is to seduce and marry
a man of wealth and political influence. After Elena knows that Grace is discovering
her past as sexpionage, she asks Steadman the chief editor of the National Flash
tabloid to fired Grace. After Grace fired, Grace decides to write an expose about
Elena that proves she is a secret agent, code name Kingfisher, who uses seduction
techniques to ensnare powerful men. On the other hand, Elena is must protect her
secret. unfortunately, none of the media wanted to publish Grace story, They thought
her story is a silly conspiracy. Besides that, she is being haunted by the murder From
KGB. Meanwhile, to keeping Grace quiet from revealing Elena's secret, she offering
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Grace a new house in the swiss, money, and insurance. She also guarantees that
Grace is protected from the murder that haunted her. Grace accepts it then, finds that
Elena is actually forced to become sexpionage while she young age. She accepted it
because her family is being threatened, She marriage Anthony as part of her mission.
Her freedom depends on the United States election, where Anthony (Elena's exhusband) submitted himself as a presidential candidate.
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APPENDIX 2
About The Author
The author of the novel The Kingfisher Secret remains anonymous. Although
the website (https://www.penguin.com ) includes the name Alex urban, but, there is
no clear information about the author and the website explanation is "the author has
chosen to remain anonymous out of concern for the safety of his or her sources."
Penguin Random House LLC. (2021, January 28).
https://www.penguin.co.uk/authors/1086116/alex-urban.html?tab=penguinbiography. Retrieved January 27, 2021, from https://www.penguin.co.uk/:
https://www.penguin.co.uk/authors/1086116/alex-urban.html?tab=penguin-biography
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